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Abstract: Predators can have remote effects on prey populations that are connected by migration (i.e. prey
metapopulations) because predator-mediated changes in prey behavior and abundance effectively transmit the impact of
predators into predator-free prey populations. Behavioral changes in prey that might give rise to remote effects are altered
rates of migration or activity in the presence of predation risk (called non-consumptive effects, fear- or µ-driven effects,
and risk effects). Changes in prey abundance that may result in remote effects arise from changes in prey density due to
direct predation (i.e. consumptive effects, also called N-driven effects and predation effects). Remote effects provide a
different perspective on both predator-prey interactions and spatial subsidies, illustrating how the interplay among space,
time, behavior, and consumption generates emergent spatial dynamics in places where we might not expect them. We
describe how strong remote effects of predators may essentially generate “remote control” over the dynamics of local
populations, alter the persistence of metapopulations, shift the importance of particular paradigms of metacommunity
structure, alter spatial subsidies, and affect evolutionary dynamics. We suggest how experiments might document remote
effects and predict that remote effects will be an important component of prey dynamics under several common scenarios:
when predators induce large changes in prey dispersal behavior, when predators dramatically reduce the number of prey
available to disperse, when prey movement dynamics occur over greater distances or shorter timescales than predator
movement, and when prey abundance is not already limited by competitors or conspecifics.

Keywords: Anti-predator behavior, dispersal, non-consumptive effects, predator-prey dynamics, remote control, spatial
ecology, subsidies.
INTRODUCTION
Predators can affect prey dynamics by consuming prey or
by non-consumptive effects, including influences on the
morphological, developmental or behavioral traits of prey
(e.g., habitat selection, metamorphosis, vigilance, migration;
Lima and Dill 1990, Lima 1998, Brown et al. 1999,
Peckarsky et al. 2001, Werner and Peacor 2003, Brown and
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Kotler 2004). Often, predators affect prey by a combination
of consumptive and non-consumptive effects (Brown et al.
1999, Peacor and Werner 2001, Werner and Peacor 2003,
Preisser et al. 2005, Creel and Christianson 2008). In turn,
the effects of predators on prey can be transmitted to other
organisms and resources, potentially producing an array of
indirect effects (e.g. density- or trait-mediated indirect
interactions; see Abrams 2007 for a discussion of concepts
and terminology). Despite our knowledge of predatormediated changes in prey dynamics and the common finding
that predators and predator cues can change prey movement
behavior and migration (McPeek 1989, Lima and Dill 1990,
Wooster and Sih 1995, Cronin et al. 2004, Resetarits 2005,
Resetarits et al. 2005), most studies focus on the effect of
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predators on prey in patches where the two coincide. This
focus persists despite evidence that migration of prey may be
an important component of prey population dynamics (e.g.,
Cooper et al. 1990, Sih and Wooster 1994), that the effect of
predators can be transmitted across ecosystems via prey
(Vonesh and Osenberg 2003, Knight et al. 2005, Resetarits
and Binckley 2009), and that ecological interactions and
ecosystem services are mediated by organisms that cross
patch boundaries (Polis et al. 1997, Baxter et al. 2005,
Kremen et al. 2007, Marczak et al. 2007, McCoy et al.
2009).
Our perspective is that the effect of predators is not
limited to populations where prey and predators coincide.
Rather, when prey populations are linked by movement (i.e.,
a metapopulation), many important effects of predators may
be manifest in areas where predators are not always found,
i.e., predators may have remote effects via their effect on
prey migration. Changes in prey migration may arise
because predators alter prey movement behavior; such
changes have been called fear- or µ-driven effects (Brown et
al. 1999), non-consumptive effects (e.g., Preisser et al. 2007,
Peckarsky et al. 2008), or risk effects of predators (Creel and
Christianson 2008). Changes in prey migration may also
arise because predation changes the number of prey available
to move, which may be described as N-driven effects
(Brown et al. 1999), consumptive effects (e.g., Preisser et al.
2007, Peckarsky et al. 2008), or predation effects of
predators (Creel and Christianson 2008). For consistency, we
use non-consumptive and consumptive effects to describe
the two ways that remote effects may be generated.
Remote effects may be a pervasive, yet understudied,
component of predator-prey dynamics; when substantial
enough to dictate the dynamics of prey populations, these
effects may essentially yield “remote control” by predators
of both prey and taxa that interact with prey (e.g. competitors, mutualists), even when those populations are apparently
predator-free. The concept of remote effects illustrates how
spatial dynamics of predator-prey interactions may be largely
underwritten by the predator-mediated flux of prey. Here we
provide an overview of the implications of remote effects,
suggest systems where they are likely to be important, and
provide guidelines for experimentally assessing their
influence. Our message is that a complete understanding of
the dynamics of populations and communities may require
consideration of the impacts of predators elsewhere.
WHAT ARE REMOTE EFFECTS?
We envision a prey metapopulation where local populations of prey inhabit portions of habitat (patches) that are
separated by an uninhabitable matrix; although boundaries
and patches may not be completely discrete entities in
ecological communities, this framework has been useful for
capturing a wide array of ecological dynamics within the
context of metapopulations and metacommunities (e.g.,
Hanski and Gilpin 1997, Leibold et al. 2004). Within each
patch, the dynamics of prey (i.e. local prey populations) are
governed by patch characteristics and prey migration (i.e., a
structured metapopulation; see Gyllenberg et al. 1997). We
assume that predators are not capable of simultaneously

Fig. (1). A conceptual diagram of remote effects when prey have an
absolute refuge from predation. In this example, the predator (fish)
can access prey (aquatic invertebrates) in one patch (the circled area
on the left), but fish cannot access prey in the two patches depicted
on the right. Arrows indicate the movement of prey among local
prey populations, with arrow size representing the relative rate of
movement. Remote effects arise when predators change the flux of
prey to remote prey populations by changing prey behavior or
abundance in the local patch where predators and prey coincide.
Refuge patches that experience remote effects are circled with
dotted lines, with changes in the shape and size of arrows depicting
net changes in the flux of prey among populations. (A) Without
local effects, remote effects cannot be generated. (B) Remote
effects arise in predator-free patches when local effects lead to
changes in prey migration, e.g., if predators increase the migration
rates of prey (a non-consumptive remote effect). (C) Remote effects
can also reduce the flux of prey to remote patches via consuming
prey or reducing prey migration. Note that remote effects may also
alter prey flow among remote populations, as indicated by the
change in the size of the arrow linking the two remote prey
populations.
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Fig. (2). A conceptual diagram of remote effects when prey have a transient refuge because predators cannot forage among all prey
populations at once. In this diagram, fish predators have access to separate local populations of arthropod prey, but cannot simultaneously
visit all prey populations. Arrows among local prey populations indicate prey movement. When only local effects are examined (A), the
effects of predators are considered to be localized to the prey population the predator is directly affecting, without consideration of how local
effects might influence the net flux of prey among local populations. As such, the arrows representing prey movement are not different
among local populations when only local effects are considered. The remote effects perspective highlights how, in addition to local effects,
predators can have impacts on remote patches of prey by changing rates of prey flux among patches. Predators may increase prey flux to
remote patches when prey emigrates in response to predators (B). Predators may decrease the flux of prey to remote patches by consuming
prey or by reducing the likelihood that prey will initiate emigration behavior (C). Patches that experience remote effects are circled by dotted
lines, with changes in the shape and size of arrows depicting changes in the flux of prey among populations. Regardless of which patch the
predator visits during a given time step, a non-zero fraction of the remaining patches experiences the effects of predators via remote effects
(in this example, 3 of 6 patches experience remote effects). Although remote effects are limited to three patches to simplify the figure, remote
effects may affect all 6 patches by changing flows among remote patches, analogous to the change in prey flux among remote populations in
Fig. (1).

exploiting all individual prey populations, i.e., there is a
spatial refuge from predation (Fig. 1), or predators are
incapable of visiting all prey populations simultaneously,
creating a spatiotemporal, or transient (sensu Sih et al. 1985)
refuge (Fig. 2). We distinguish between remote effects and
other examples of changes in prey foraging behavior due to
predation risk (for examples, see Lima 1998, Werner and
Peacor 2003, Schmitz et al. 2004, Creel and Christianson
2008), e.g. changes in foraging behavior within a patch, and
shifts in prey foraging among different microhabitats within
a patch. Such responses of prey are undoubtedly important;
however, to highlight the spatial dynamics that characterize

remote effects, we focus on situations where prey populations are structured as metapopulations.
In this system, predators affect within-patch prey
population dynamics in two ways: predators directly affect
prey within local populations where predators and prey
coincide (local effects, Fig. 1), and predators also change the
flux of prey that leave or colonize the local population,
thereby affecting recipient remote prey populations that do
not contain predators (remote effects). As mentioned earlier,
remote effects arise via two mechanisms: 1) consumptive
effects, where predators reduce rates of prey flux among
patches by directly consuming prey within local populations,
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Fig. (3). Remote effects can also be generated when habitat shifts during prey ontogeny provide a refuge from predation. In this example,
aquatic prey move to adjacent terrestrial habitats upon metamorphosis, where aquatic predators cannot follow. However, aquatic predators
can influence the number of prey available for metamorphosis by consuming prey or by reducing rates of prey development, creating remote
effects in the recipient terrestrial system. Although not shown, remote effects of predators that arise due to ontogenic niche shifts may also
change the average phenotype of prey arriving in the recipient system. For example, larval anurans may undergo more rapid metamorphosis
in predator-containing aquatic habitats, such that post-metamorphic individuals that move into terrestrial habitats are of smaller body size
when predators are present in the aquatic habitat.

thereby reducing the number of individuals available to
disperse; 2) non-consumptive effects, whereby predators
increase or decrease rates of prey flux by influencing prey
movement (i.e., changing the likelihood that an individual
will disperse or the mean phenotype of dispersers). For
example, the dynamics of fish populations (prey) in predator-free tributaries are a function of predators in connecting streams not only because consumption by predatory fish
reduces dispersal of smaller fish (Fraser et al. 1995), but also
because surviving prey are more likely to disperse from areas
that contain predators (Fraser et al. 1999, Gilliam and Fraser
2001). Non-consumptive remote effects also arise when
mobile prey choose to avoid otherwise suitable habitats that
contain predators (e.g., Kats and Sih 1992, Resetarits 2001,
Resetarits 2005, Resetarits et al. 2005, Resetarits and
Binckley 2009). For example, beetles that choose to oviposit
in predator-free pools generate the remote effect of “spatial
contagion” in predator-free patches due to the presence of
nearby predator-containing patches (Resetarits and Binckley
2009). For remote effects to occur, the matrix separating
local prey populations need not be confined to the same
ecosystem or life stage. As we discuss below, remote effects
may operate within specific life-history stages and ecosystems, but may also be common when ontogenetic changes in
prey habitat use with ontogeny (e.g., Benard and McCauley
2008, McCoy et al. 2009) create spatially and temporally
structured prey populations (Fig. 3).

WHEN ARE REMOTE EFFECTS LIKELY TO BE
IMPORTANT?
To examine how remote effects may alter prey dynamics,
we consider how the dynamics of a hypothetical local prey
population (within a larger prey metapopulation) might
depend on the relative contribution of local and remote
effects (Table 1). All else being equal, remote effects of
predators on prey are more important if predators cause large
changes in prey abundance via predation in the source patch
(before prey have the opportunity to disperse), if they elicit
large changes in prey movement rates, or if prey are not
limited by bottom-up forces in local populations. The
relative balance of several factors should affect prey
dispersal rates. For example, dispersal rates will be relatively
high if: benefits of staying in the source patch are low (e.g.
the patch has low resources for prey), costs of staying are
high (e.g., predators are voracious and prey are not well
defended), costs of dispersing are low (e.g., prey have good
dispersal ability and the matrix habitat is not risky), and
benefits of dispersing are high (e.g., other patches are
predator-free or lower risk). Interestingly, in some systems,
when predation risk is very high, it can be so dangerous for
prey to move through the habitat to disperse that predators
suppress prey dispersal (Wooster and Sih 1995, McIntosh et
al. 2002). Because the strength of predator-induced dispersal
also depends upon the magnitude and effectiveness of prey
defensive behavior, remote effects might also depend upon
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Characteristics of Predator-Prey Systems and Proposed Mechanisms that may Determine the Influence of Remote Effects
on Local Prey Population Dynamics
Characteristic

Mechanism

Outcome

Prey behavioral or
morphological defenses

Effective anti-predator defense reduces changes in prey abundance and eliminates
need to migrate

Fewer populations influenced by
remote effects

Predator lethality

Predators greatly reduce prey survival, reducing number of prey to migrate

Fewer populations experience
remote effects

Predators reduce prey activity, suppressing prey migration

Fewer populations experience
remote effects

Predators increase motivation of prey to move to another population

More populations influenced by
remote effects

Presence of spatial refuge

Predators cannot enter the refuge, all effects of predators in the refuge are
indirectly mediated via prey

Refuge populations experience
remote effects

Predator abundance

Most prey populations experience local effects when predators are common (i.e.,
no transient refuge from predation)

Fewer populations influenced by
remote effects

Movement distance

Prey move farther than predators, creating a spatiotemporal refuge from predators

More populations influenced by
remote effects

Movement rate

Prey move more rapidly than predators

More populations influenced by
remote effects

Remote prey abundance

Prey are restricted from entering remote, recipient population by conspecifics or
competitors

Reduce remote effects in
recipient population

Movement type

Directed movement may concentrate prey in remote patches

Remote effects augmented in
remote patches

Predator ferocity

the prey’s evolutionary history with predators (McIntosh and
Townsend 1994, Sih et al. 2010). More subtly, remote
effects of predators may be more important if predation risk
causes a large shift in the mean (or variance) in the
phenotype of dispersers (e.g., in their size, condition, or
behavior; Fraser et al. 2001, Benard and McCauley 2008).

number of prey (e.g., Vonesh 2005b, Vonesh and Bolker
2005) or average prey phenotypes (Peckarsky et al. 2001,
Benard 2004, Benard and McCauley 2008) in subsequent
habitats, as well as change transition rates between ontogenic
niches, e.g. egg hatching rates (Vonesh 2005a). All of these
changes have the ability to affect the quantity and quality of
prey that arrive in the recipient population.

REMOTE EFFECTS
POPULATIONS

Remote Effects within Transient Refuges

IN

REFUGE-BASED

PREY

Remote effects of predators may arise if predators are
permanently absent from some local prey populations, i.e.
when some local prey populations exist in permanent
refuges. Many ecological systems have small-scale refuges
capable of supporting local prey populations (e.g., Sih et al.
1985, Lima 1998) where predators can be excluded from
refuges due to large size (i.e., they cannot fit within the
refuge), or other morphological constraints (e.g., predators
cannot cling to rocks in fast-moving waters; Hart and Finelli
1999), because predators cannot persist in the refuge (e.g.
ephemeral bodies of water used for breeding by larval
insects and amphibians rarely harbor fish predators), or
because predators face increased risk there from predators of
their own. Because predators can never consume or frighten
prey in the refuge population, all effects of predators on local
prey populations within a refuge are remote effects (Fig. 1).
Prey that experience ontogenic niche shifts (e.g.,
amphibian larvae or aquatic insects emerging from water to
land) also provide a situation where predators may generate
remote effects (Fig. 3), because these prey may escape most
of their current predators when they change habitats. For
example, predators during early life stages can reduce the

In contrast, other refuges are transient: predators may be
currently absent from a given site, but they can re-colonize at
a later time. Because local populations in transient refuges
are not always free of predators, the relative importance of
local versus remote effects on prey populations will be a
function of the frequency with which predators visit each
patch of prey and prey migration rates (Table 1). As the
proportion of prey patches experiencing predation at a given
time increases, the relative strength of remote effects
averaged across the metapopulation is necessarily reduced,
because frequent predator visitation brings the majority of
local prey populations under the control of local predation
(i.e., predators directly affect the majority of prey patches
most of the time). Conversely, if predators visit only a small
proportion of local prey populations, predators may exert a
larger remote effect across the prey metapopulation if prey
disperse and thus transmit the signal of predation to the
many remote populations more rapidly than predators visit
them. Thus, remote effects are predicted to play a larger role
in overall dynamics in systems where rates of prey flux are
large relative to the movement rates of predators (Table 1),
as might occur in systems where predator movement is
costly, alternative prey exist, predators lack good
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information about prey distribution, predators have sedentary
lifestyles (e.g. sit-and-wait predators), or predator space use
is anchored by factors other than prey distribution (e.g.
territoriality, distribution of mates). For example, a farranging, slow moving predator that is frightening or
voracious but only visits a few prey patches each season may
affect a majority of prey populations via remote effects.
Changes in prey behavior that persist in time may also
contribute to remote effects in transient refuges, e.g. if prey
remain apprehensive for some period of time after the
departure of a predator.
Characteristics of Prey Populations
Although predators generate remote effects, characteristics of recipient prey populations can determine whether
remote effects influence prey dynamics. If local prey populations are saturated with conspecifics or superior competitors,
i.e. they are soft sinks, remote effects will be diminished
because arriving prey will be quickly lost due to competition
and thus be unable to influence recipient patches. Conversely, remote effects should be more important if recipient
populations are not saturated or immigrating prey are
superior competitors that can displace residents or depress
resources in recipient local prey populations. In dynamic
systems where prey can direct movement and actively
choose among habitats, the balance between predation risk in
the donor population and the strength of competition in the
recipient population may generate an ideal free distribution
of prey (Morris 2003), i.e. habitat selection that is guided by
remote effects.
Abiotic factors that influence prey populations by
dictating the rate and direction of organism migration may
also dictate the importance of remote effects. For example,
in stream ecosystems characterized by rapid currents and
organisms that drift downstream to escape predators, remote
effects of predators may be greater than in still-water systems where escape responses of prey may not remove
individuals from the local population. Landscape characteristics that affect prey movement (e.g. barriers, corridors) may
alter which local prey populations receive remote effects. For
example, in stream systems, prey drift primarily in one
direction, such that downstream populations are more likely
to experience remote effects from upstream predators or their
cues (e.g., Wooster and Sih 1995, McIntosh et al. 2002).
IMPLICATIONS OF REMOTE EFFECTS
Prey Populations
By changing the density of prey that leave donor populations, predators could lead to remote effects on prey growth,
morphology, development, and population dynamics within
recipient local prey populations (e.g., Pangle et al. 2007).
These remote effects may also occur where prey undergo
ontogenic niche shifts (Benard and McCauley 2008,
Schreiber and Rudolf 2008). For example, consumption of
frog eggs by arboreal predators can reduce the flux of
tadpoles into aquatic habitats (e.g., Vonesh 2005a) and
consumption by aquatic predators can reduce the flux of
emerging insects and amphibians to terrestrial habitats
(Baxter et al. 2005, Finlay and Vredenburg 2007); the
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community-level consequences of these remote effects are
discussed the following section.
Remote effects may affect metapopulation persistence by
changing the size and composition of prey populations that
comprise the metapopulation. Structured metapopulation
models demonstrate that local population dynamics may
alter rates of metapopulation extinction and determine the
number of populations in the metapopulation at equilibrium
(Gyllenberg et al. 1997). By increasing or decreasing rates of
prey dispersal, predators may foster the persistence or
extinction, respectively, of prey metapopulations via remote
effects (Prakash and de Roos 2002, Reed and Levine 2005,
Orrock et al. 2008). Aphid metapopulations may be an
example of such remote effects, as the presence of predators
causes the increased production of winged dispersal morphs
(Dixon and Agarwala 1999). The presence of fish predators
also increases the emigration rates of aquatic arthropod prey
(McCauley and Rowe 2010). Remote effects may also be
realized via predator-dependent habitat selection, which
effectively changes the likelihood of immigration into
predator-containing and predator-free patches. For many
vertebrate and invertebrate taxa with aquatic life-history
stages, colonization and oviposition are sensitive to whether
predators are present (Kats and Sih 1992, Resetarits 2001,
Blaustein et al. 2004, Binckley and Resetarits 2005). Thus,
landscape-level patterns of prey distribution may be
governed in large part by predator-sensitive habitat selection
(Resetarits 2005, Resetarits et al. 2005), resulting in strong
remote effects on prey distribution by predators to which
prey are not directly exposed and yielding prey populations
structured by spatial contagion of risk (Resetarits and
Binckley 2009).
Remote effects can also have important consequences for
conservation of prey populations by decoupling prey density
and habitat quality. If predators cause prey to move from a
high- to a low-resource site, then prey abundance can be
negatively correlated with resource quality, leading to low
abundance of prey in habitats that are effectively source
populations and high abundance of prey in habitats that are
effectively population sinks (Pulliam 1988). This scenario
can confound habitat evaluations conducted for conservation
purposes, because habitats where prey are most abundant are
not necessarily the highest-quality habitats. This discrepancy
in habitat quality and prey abundance would be expected to
be greatest for prey with limited information about other
habitats and limited ability to act on that information due to
high costs of movement or low movement ability. For
example, prey that drift downstream in response to a local
predator may trade current predation risk for settlement in a
habitat of unknown quality downstream. In systems where
the mobile prey that trade food and safety are pursued by
mobile predators, frequent movement among habitats and
increased availability of information about habitats increases
the likelihood that prey distribution in a particular habitat
will reflect the joint consideration of the quality and risk in
that habitat.
Remote effects may also alter rates of evolution within
prey metapopulations via at least two mechanisms. First,
remote effects may change the effective size of the metapopulation by changing the absolute number of individuals
within local prey populations, the demographic composition
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of prey populations, and by contributing to heterogeneity in
the size of local populations within the metapopulation
(Barton and Whitlock 1997). Second, by changing the flux
of particular prey genotypes (Urban and Skelly 2006), predators may potentially generate gene swamping (Lenormand
2002) in remote prey populations, such that anti-predator
adaptations are maintained or fixed in populations where
predators are not often present. This remote effect could
yield prey populations adapted to predators they have not yet
encountered, but could also create potentially deleterious
prey phenotypes in the refuge (e.g. if prey are overly timid;
Riechert 1993).
Community-Level Dynamics
The importance of spatial subsidies in food webs has
received increasing attention in recent years (Polis et al.
1997). Applied to predator-prey systems, spatial subsidies
often focus on unidirectional flows, such that prey moving
from donor patches affect predators in recipient patches, but
predators cannot affect the subsidy of prey. The concept of
remote effects expands the domain of spatial subsidies by
emphasizing how predators can alter subsidies of prey, and
provides explicit mechanisms capable of generating this shift
in prey subsidies. These remote prey subsidies are likely to
have a variety of community-level effects in remote habitats
by changing prey abundance and phenotype. For example,
arboreal egg predators can alter subsidies of prey to aquatic
and terrestrial habitats, remotely altering predator-prey interactions in both (e.g., Vonesh and Osenberg 2003, Vonesh
2005b, Vonesh and Bolker 2005). Subsidies of prey moving
across local communities (and often habitat boundaries) may
give rise to cross-system cascades (Baxter et al. 2005,
Knight et al. 2005, Finlay and Vredenburg 2007) as well as
apparent competition (McCoy et al. 2009); both of these
dynamics arise from remote effects because they are initiated
by predator-mediated changes in prey flux from the donor
habitat. For example, consumption of aquatic invertebrates
by exotic trout reduces food subsidies to web-building
spiders and adult amphibians in adjacent terrestrial habitats
because fewer insects emerge (Baxter et al. 2005, Finlay and
Vredenburg 2007). Predator-mediated changes in the
abundance of aquatic amphibians may yield remote effects
on terrestrial habitats within the “predator shadow” caused
when amphibians transform into terrestrial adults (McCoy et
al. 2009). Knight and colleagues (2005) document a crosssystem cascade where the final recipient is far removed from
the remote predator initiating the cascade. Fish predators
reduce the number of dragonfly larvae available to emerge.
Because fewer adult dragonflies are available to prey on
pollinators of terrestrial plants, plants near fish-containing
ponds experience increased rates of pollination (Knight et al.
2005), an interaction mediated by a consumptive remote
effect.
Just as remote effects may be important for metapopulation dynamics, they are likely to be important components
of metacommunity dynamics (Leibold et al. 2004). For
example, one process affecting metacommunity dynamics is
mass effects, whereby competitively inferior species are
maintained in a local community due to continual immigration (Leibold et al. 2004). By changing rates of immigration,
either through altering the number of active migrants (Sih
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and Wooster 1994, McIntosh et al. 2002), through habitat
selection behavior (Resetarits 2005, Resetarits et al. 2005,
Resetarits and Binckley 2009, Kraus and Vonesh 2010), or
both, remote predators could readily alter the importance of
mass effects for determining community composition
(Resetarits et al. 2005, Orrock et al. 2008). The effects of
predators on habitat selection by prey can have persistent
effects on local community structure even in the presence of
strong post-colonization processes (Vonesh et al. 2009).
Recent work reveals the potential for remote effects to be
important in this context, as habitat selection creates spatial
contagion of predator effects into predator-free patches
located near predator-containing patches (Resetarits and
Binckley 2009). Moreover, predator-mediated habitat
selection may interact with community assembly (Kraus and
Vonesh 2010), suggesting that remote effects of predators
may have context-specific implications for community
structure.
Remote effects could also alter the similarity of local
prey communities in space because prey migration can
essentially homogenize recipient prey communities. This
perspective emphasizes that predators and their remote
effects are essential to understanding patterns of alpha
diversity (Resetarits and Binckley 2009) as well as patterns
of beta diversity (i.e., species turnover). Although recent
evidence suggest that local predators may homogenize prey
communities (Chase et al. 2009), the possibility of remote
effects on turnover remains unexamined.
QUANTIFYING REMOTE EFFECTS
The potential exists for remote effects to confound ecological studies because remote effects may be cryptic and
studies are rarely designed to detect them. Just as rates of
prey migration may confound detection of local predator
impacts (Cooper et al. 1990), investigators studying a prey
species in a given focal site would not necessarily imagine
that predators elsewhere could be having a major impact on
their study population, and effects of remote predators could
be incorrectly attributed to other mechanisms.
As a first approximation, quantifying the impact of
remote effects on the dynamics of prey in a specific locality
(e.g. habitat A) can be accomplished by removing predators
from another locality (habitat B) over the appropriate temporal and spatial scale and observing whether the removal of
a predator from B affects the dynamics within A. Building
upon this approach, a more rigorous examination of remote
effects would cross a predator manipulation treatment with a
prey manipulation treatment, and would be explicitly designed to track prey that emigrate and measure their effects in
locations where they settle. Within this experimental context,
it would also be informative to use caged predators or
predator cues to determine the degree to which remote predator effects were generated by consumptive or nonconsumptive effects on local prey and whether particular
prey phenotypes are more involved in remote effects. Given
the inherently spatial nature of remote effects, measuring the
spatial extent of remote control by manipulating predators in
source patches and quantifying remote effects on recipient
prey populations at predator-free patches at varying distances
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from the manipulated predator source patch would also be a
useful area of future study.
Importantly, experiments to quantify remote effects must
be conducted at spatial scales large enough, and time scales
long enough, to capture the relevant local and remote spatial
dynamics of predators and prey. Although such a proposition
that is daunting and rarely realized (Cronin and Reeve 2005),
several recent studies can be used as models for future
investigations (e.g., Vonesh and Osenberg 2003, Binckley
and Resetarits 2005, Resetarits 2005, Resetarits et al. 2005,
Vonesh et al. 2009, Kraus and Vonesh 2010).
CONCLUSIONS
Ecologists have produced a large body of evidence on the
impacts of predators, documenting that predators cause
changes in the behavior, morphology, development, and
abundance of prey, as well as the indirect consequences of
those changes. The concept of remote effects acknowledges
that there are indirect spatial consequences that arise from
the ecology of consumption as well as the ecology of nonconsumptive effects: prey behavior and mortality in one
locality affect prey dynamics in areas where predators are
not imminent sources of danger. Because the mechanisms
that create the potential for remote effects are so widespread
and well known, the concept of remote effects is not new
(see, e.g., Englund 1997, Werner and Peacor 2003). Indeed,
the existence of widespread mechanisms capable of creating
remote effects suggests that the paucity of studies that
examine and quantify remote effects may greatly limit our
insight into the spatial dynamics of individuals, populations,
and communities.
Although the relative importance of remote effects may
be predictable based upon the characteristics of predators,
prey, and the systems they inhabit (Table 1), remote effects
can be cryptic as well as dynamic, and consequently could
readily confound ecological studies. Given the importance of
cross-boundary flows of organisms (e.g., Kremen et al.
2007, Marczak et al. 2007) an exciting challenge of both
basic and applied relevance is to determine how often
predators have remote effects, whether remote impacts
frequently generate shifts in populations, communities, and
food webs, and whether those impacts are generally
predictable (Table 1).
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